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Introduction
The premise of instrumentation amplifi ers is to amplify 
small signals in the presence of large common-mode 
voltages. By the same token, instrumentation amplifi ers 
(in amps) need to reject these common-mode voltages. In 
amps, as they are commonly called, fi nd home in many 
applications across various markets from motor control, 
thermocouples, and bridge sensors to current sensing and 
medical instrumentation applications such as ECG and 
EEG.

In amps have come a long way since the classic two- and 
three-operational amplifi er (op amp) in amps or the simple 
Difference Differential Amplifi er (DDA). They are designed 
with different topologies to address the broad require-
ments for a variety of applications. 

Traditionally, In amps have been designed on bipolar 
process and JFET to provide a wide dynamic range and 
good signal-to-noise ratio. Today, however, with signals 
being digitized in virtually any application and data 
converters using lower voltages, much progress and 
improvements have been made on the CMOS process 
in the realm of in amps. 

In amps built on the CMOS process offer advantages 
over their bipolar and JFET counterparts. CMOS in 
amps enjoy the benefi t of very low input bias currents 
over bipolar input devices and are easy to combine 
with on-chip logic functions to interface with ADCs. 
That said, they also have shortcomings. A major one 
is the noise associated with CMOS, which is typically 
much higher than that of a bipolar or JFET ICs, 
especially in the low frequency range which is 
dominated mostly by fl icker or 1/f noise. 

Clever designs, however, can overcome such a prob-
lem and provide the best combination of noise, power 
consumption, and speed for the optimal choice.  One 
way to overcome the disadvantage is to combine CMOS 
in amps with dynamic offset compensation techniques 
like chopping and auto-zeroing. 

Difference Between Auto-Zeroing and Chopping
One of the key differences between chopping and auto-
zeroing is that chopping is a modulation technique, which 
creates substantial amounts of chopper noise at the chop-
ping frequency, while auto-zeroing is a sampling technique 
that increases the observed white noise at low frequencies 
due to noise folding. The strength of combining the two 
techniques lies in the fact that the increased low frequency 
noise associated with auto-zeroing is modulated to higher 
frequencies by chopping the amplifi er, while auto-zeroing 
reduces the chopper noise associated with chopping. 

An example of this combined topology is National Semi-
conductor’s LMP8358 instrumentation amplifi er (Figure 1), 
which provides glitch-free transitions between gain set-
tings through an SPI compatible serial interface or in par-
allel mode (from 10 to 1000). However because of the small 
remaining ripple of the auto-zeroing and chopping tech-
nique, it is a good idea to consider using active fi ltering for 
anti-aliasing when interfacing it with high-resolution data 
converters. 

Going Beyond the Front End
— By Soufi ane Bendaoud, Technical Engineer

 Expert tips and techniques for energy-effi cient design

Figure 1. Industry’s fi rst zero-drift, programmable instrumentation 
amplifi er with on-chip diagnostics
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High Precision. Low Defects. 
Energy-Effi cient Factory Automation Solutions
National’s broad portfolio of analog products delivers robust system performance with 
higher effi ciency at lower power levels, improved throughput, and more precise control for 
production facilities and factory fl oor machinery.  National’s WEBENCH® Sensor Designer 
online design tool and subsystem reference designs reduce design time and cost. 

Higher Effi ciency

High-accuracy, low-power 
precision amps and data 
converters, such as the 
LMP770x, LMP220x, and 
ADC161xxx, provide better 
process control for improved 
quality at higher speeds with 
less fallout and down time. 

Lower EMI

SIMPLE SWITCHER® 
power modules offer low 
EMI that will not interfere 
with sensitive analog 
signal paths. EMI-hardened 
op amps like the LMP8358 
integrate EMI fi lters for 
accurate analog systems.

Precise Automation

New Channel Link II/III 
SerDes extend cable reach 
in machine vision systems. 
IEEE 1588 Ethernet solutions 
like the DP83640 PHYTER® 
transceiver deliver precise 
synchronization for 
automation control.
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Shown: Servo Motor Control Application Diagram
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Going Beyond the Front End

The Best of Both Worlds
Chopper amplifi ers combined with auto-zeroing offer a 
great advantage in applications where accuracy, low 
noise, and high gains are desirable. One example is the 
popular strain bridge in which small differential signals 
must be amplifi ed with small, full-scale voltages. The 
low offset voltage and low voltage noise of the in amp 
contribute very little to the overall error and help main-
tain system accuracy. 

A high open-loop gain helps maintain a low gain error 
which allows the in amp to be used in the front-end in-
terface to the sensor without having to use expensive 
precision amplifi ers in subsequent stages.

Different Topologies for Different Requirements
The internal architecture of in amps varies depending on 
the end goal for the application and the intended use of 
the in amp. Each has its advantages and disadvantages 
relative to others. For example, the classic three-op 
amp in amp limits the common-mode voltage range 
and is not suitable for ground sensing applications. Its 
Common-Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) is limited by 
resistor matching. 

Current feedback topologies, on the other hand, offer a 
CMRR that is independent of resistor mismatch and can 
have ground sensing capability without the addition 
of charge pumps which can add substantial noise. 
A current feedback topology combined with auto-
zeroing and chopping, such as the one incorporated in 
the LMP8358, offers great benefi ts in applications that 
require precise measurements. An example is EEG or 
electro encephalography (the detection of brain wave 
activity), a critical measurement especially during life 
threatening procedures (Figure 2). In this application, 
very small signals need to be amplifi ed, conditioned, 
and processed digitally with high-resolution data 

converters at very low frequencies. A lower noise fl oor 
will have a lesser impact on the resolution and provide 
a higher bit count, ultimately resulting in a cleaner 
conditioned signal. 

Going Beyond the Front End
With growing demand for automation in electronic 
systems, engineers expect ICs to provide functions that 
were historically implemented by external circuitry. 

Contemporary electronic systems are often used 
in close proximity, leading to serious interference 
problems, and engineers can be faced with challenging 
tasks to get the desired results. Factory fl oors in 
process control and operating rooms in hospitals are 
prime examples of areas where many instruments are 
used in the same space and often at the same time. 
From two-way radios to the doctor’s pager and the 
ubiquitous portable telephone, electronic systems can 
produce unforeseen anomalies. 

Preventive measures can be taken by implementing 
additional circuitry or choosing the appropriate 
device that solves the problem before it even occurs. 
To address these interference issues, the LMP8358 
includes EMI suppression fi lters that reject RF 
interference up to 60 dB while maintaining a noise fl oor 
of only 27 nV/√Hz with a programmable bandwidth. 
It also gives users the capability to diagnose a system 
by detecting accidentally shorted inputs, degraded 
sources, or inputs shorted to either supply with the 
fl exibility of programmability via SPI interface or in 
parallel mode. The chip’s DC specifi cations make it a 
suitable solution for precision measurements across a 
wide spectrum of applications. 

Note: The author would like to thank Frerik Witte for his useful insights. 
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Figure 2. EEG machines benefi t from auto-zero and chopper in amps due to low frequency noise
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Design Tools

WEBENCH® Signal Path Designer® Tools
 Design, simulate, and optimize amplifi er circuits in this FREE online 
design and prototyping environment allowing you to:
  ■  Synthesize an anti-alias fi lter
 ■  Select the best amplifi er/ADC combo for your system specs
 ■  Make trade-offs based on SNR, SFDR, supply voltage
 ■  Simulate real-world operating conditions using SPICE
 ■  Receive samples in 24 hours
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